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The Royal Free Hospital/Google DeepMind Audit

Agenda

> The Audit

> What is AKI and how does Streams help?

> Interesting issue 1: Use of live data for testing

> Interesting issue 2: Independent audits as a regulatory remedy?

> Interesting issue 3: Big tech meets health tech

> The Independent Reviewers

> Trust and trustworthiness for technology companies

> Role of the Independent Reviewers

> Annual report highlights

> 12 principles for healthcare technology companies

> Does this approach work?
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What is AKI?

Acute kidney injury
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How does Streams help detect AKI?

Streams does two things:

• automatically gives an alert where a 

patient’s blood test indicates AKI

• provides contextual information for 

clinicians treating patients
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No AI in AKI detection…

Very simple core algorithm 

Use mandated by the NHS

No use of data to train an AI system

No “value” extracted by DeepMind from the Royal 

Free’s data

Streams is not about AI; it is about good 

engineering (GUI, UX, security, reliability etc.) 
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No AI in AKI detection…

Though public sentiment 

over the use of AI 

in healthcare is relatively 

relaxed in any event… 

ICO & NIHR Greater Manchester 

PSTRC Citizens’ Jury on AI, June 2019
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DeepMind can only use patient information to provide Streams

DeepMind cannot make any independent use of patient information. They are a processor and 

can only use patient information under the Royal Free’s instructions. DeepMind’s access to and 

use of patient information is extremely limited in practice.

Contract says DeepMind is a processor ✓

Royal Free decides what data to collect ✓

Royal Free determines legal basis ✓

Patient relationship with Royal Free✓

DeepMind not using data to train AI ✓

Royal Free decides purpose of use ✓

Royal Free decides on retention period ✓

Royal Free responds to individual rights ✓

Royal Free has control over any disclosure ✓

Agreement specifies technical details ✓

Applying the ICO’s guidance Data controllers and data processors: what the difference is and what the governance 

implications are, dated 6 May 2014 
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Issue 1: Live data & testing

Parallel legal systems

• This is a potential problem under the laws of confidence

• Concern is that use of patient data for testing is not “direct care” hence there is no implied consent

• This is a breach of the common law duty of confidence 

• We concluded duty arises in equity instead (or under Article 8, ECHR) which allows a much more flexible 

approach, i.e. permits use of live data for testing where necessary and proportionate and subject to 

appropriate safeguards

• But this bit is ok
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Issue 2: Independent audits as a regulatory remedy

Use as a regulatory remedy

1. Common in the US, e.g. FTC mandating independent biennial audits against Google, 

Facebook, Uber, Vtech etc.

2. Royal Free undertakings first (?) example of mandated private audit in the UK

Pros Cons

Cost and resource burden of the audit placed on 

the controller

Financial position leads to perceived lack of 

independence (someone has to pay for it…)?

A less adversarial and less formal investigation 

process that can provide better outcomes?

Are lawyers instinctively partisan? 

Access to wider specialist legal expertise, e.g. 

confidentiality, financial services regulation etc.

Regulator only has indirect control over the 

process, timing and outcome
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Issue 2: Independent audits as a regulatory remedy

Our independence in the context of the Royal Free/DeepMind audit:

1. We were only instructed by the Royal Free shortly before Undertakings were finalised. We had 

no role in the original arrangements with DeepMind

2. We have no wider relationship with the Royal Free. The only work we have ever carried out for 

the Royal Free is in connection with Streams

3. We do not act for DeepMind or Google

4. We had limited financial incentive to work on this (the majority of the work being in the 12 

month run up to the GDPR…)

5. Feedback on the report to date has not cast doubt on the factual and legal findings in our 

report nor the conclusion that the Royal Free’s use of Streams is lawful
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Issue 3: Big tech meets health tech

1. Health data is sensitive. Really sensitive. Ensure 
clear messages - Why are you doing this? How 
does the tech work? 

2. Put the right safeguards and contractual protections 
in place.

3. Carry out your privacy impact assessment early.

4. Only use live data when absolutely necessary.

5. Keep your regulators in the loop. Consider using 
the sandbox.

6. Consider confidentiality laws. Do you need a 
section 251 exemption?

7. Consider physician and patient expectations. Think 
about transparency, focus groups etc.
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Trust and trustworthiness for technology companies

There are very significant and growing public questions about whether to trust technology 

companies, or indeed anyone who uses public data – especially in health

Baroness (Onora) O’Neill rightly distinguishes between trust and trustworthiness

The challenge is how to build and demonstrate trustworthiness, and then aim for trust to match 

trustworthiness

One approach is more radical transparency, new governance and accountability (Monzo, YOTI)
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DeepMind Health Panel of Independent Reviewers

Some Features of the Independent Reviewers

1. Broad range of skills and experience

2. Real and perceived independence

3. Complete access to all parts of DeepMind Health

4. No confidentiality obligations to DeepMind Heath

5. No control by DeepMind over the operation of the 

Reviewers or on the contents of reports
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Annual report highlights – year 1

Patient and public engagement

Medical analysis

Design approach

External security audit

Independent legal opinion
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12 principles for healthcare technology companies
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Does this approach work?

We definitely made a difference inside the organisation

We definitely boosted transparency

We took steps towards demonstrating trustworthiness, but not far enough

We failed to shift the wider narrative, or to have a route to improve trust
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Questions…
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